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For the historians, the additional course III is not needed as it forms 
a part of their general braining; for the philosophers — correspondingly
— the special course IV is superfluous; for both of them  the course
II cannot be envisaged as they have no specialized training. For those 
who do not propose to  become historians of science and technology the 
items III and IV are unnecessary.

The realizing of that plan necessitates the creation of teaching 
m aterials concerning all those tour groups of subjects. Our Institu te 
of the History of Science and Technology is now proceeding to  fuilfil 
that task.

J. R. Ravetz

I regret tha t I m ust disagree w ith Professor Ronchi, perhaps I am 
still (relatively) young and optimistic. In  England and America the 
situation for history of science i:s very favourable. This m ay be because 
the transition from “Little Science” to “Big Science” has been very 
rapid, and the scientists want help in understanding their situation. 
The young Students I meet do not believe tha t they are  learning absolute 
truths, rather, the ir attitude is even more dangerous — to  them  all 
their science is techniques and ‘‘conventions”.

In England we now find th a t there are m ore University jobs than 
com petent people to filll them  (unfortunately we can each take only one 
lectureship); only ten  years ago several excellent scholars (including 
Mason, Lilley and Cardwell) w ere unable to  find positions as historians 
of .science.

It seems then, th a t we -can build a healthy discipline if we can find 
promising students to train. On this point I m ust again disagree (with 
Professor Ranchi. There is no doubt tha t a  specialist historian m ust 
be competent to  understand the technical material he studies. Also, 
he m ust have the  sense of how research proceeds. But it is not necessary 
to be fully conversant w ith current progress in  the analogous field. 
Indeed, i t  is useful, to  be forced to  tra in  oneself in  the technicalities 
of a science in a past period, for then one may gain a better apprecia
tion of the  characteristic methods and problems of the particular 
science.

W. Jewsiewicki

Among m any interesting problems talked over by the lecturer there 
are those concerning the teaching of the history of science and techno
logy and the training of the research and didactic cadres. The problems


